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HISTORY, FICTION,
AND
POLITICAL IDENTITY
Heroic Rebellion in
Aphra Behn's
Love-Letters Between
a Nobleman and His Sister and
Oroonoko
Margaret Reeves

ames Scott, Duke of Monmouth and eldest illegitimate
son of King Charles II, served frequendy as a kind of
political muse for Aphra Behn throughout her career as
a writer and Tory propagandist. As Janet Todd argues,
he was one of Behn's "most abiding political obsessions," and indeed,
the rise and fall of Monmouth in the king's affections and the public's
esteem is a recurring theme in her writing across a range of genres.' He
figures centrally in a considerable number of Behn's works, including
the "Jemmy" poems, the translation of Abbe Paul Tallemant's Le voyage
de llsk d'Amourn^ "A Voyage to the Isle of Love," and her revisions of
' Janet Todd, Gender, Art and Death (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1993), 36.
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the text of Aesop's Fables for Francis Barlow's 1687 edition.^ On the
heels of the Exclusion Crisis of the early 1680s, Behn's preoccupation
with Monmouth took the form of a spirited condemnation of his
disloyalty in the epilogue she wrote for ^mulus and Hersillia, an
anonymous play performed in 1682.' In addition, this enduring
fascination with the king's son animates Behn's experiments in
imaginative prose writing during the1680s, first in her depiction of him
as "Mr Won'd be Kin£' in "The Court of the King of Bantam,'"* and then
in the much longer and more complex treatment of Monmouth and his
Whig associates in Love-Leffers Between a Noble-man And his Sister,
published in three parts in 1684, 1685, and 1687.' By the time Behn
came to write her most famous work of fiction, Oroonoko, in 1688,
Monmouth was dead, having been executed for leading the 1685
rebellion against his uncle. King James II. Behn's obsession with
Monmouth, however, seems to have Uved on, for as this paper argues,
the legacy of this political rebel influences the writing of Oroonoko to a
greater degree than has yet been recognked in scholarship on this
work.®

^ On politics and Behn's drama, see Angeline Goreau, ^constructing Aphra: A Social Biograply of
Aphra Behn (New York: The Dial Press, 1980), 245-52; for analysis oiAesop's Fables and Behn's
political poetry, see Virginia Crompton, "Tor when the act is done and finish't cleane, / what
should the poetdoe, but shift the scene?': propaganda,professionalism and Aphra Behn," in Janet
Todd, ed., Aphra Behn Studies (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1996), 131-35; on
Monmouth as satiric target of "King of Bantam" see Ros Ballaster, "Fiction feigning femininity:
false counts and pageant kings in Aphra Behn's Popish Plot wridngs," in Todd, ed., Aphra Behn
Studies, 58; and on Behn's transladons, see Eliaabeth Spearing, "Aphra Behn: the polidcs of
translation," Todd, ed., Aphra Behn Studies,154-77.
' Behn was taken into custody and questioned by the Lord Chamberlain, but as Todd points out,
the consequences could not have been too serious, given that the Epilogue remained in
circulation. See Todd, Gender, Art and Death, 38.
•* Ballaster, 58. As Ballaster explains, although this work was not published during Behn's lifetime,
appearing in Samuel Briscoe's edition of All the Histories and Novels of the late ingenious Mrs Behn,
collected into one Ko/awe published in 1698, critics have identified its settingas Christmas,1682, and
dated its composition prior to 1685. See Ballaster, 51; and Maty Ann OHotmeiB, Aphra Behn:An
Annotated Bihliognsply of Prisnaty and Secondasy Sources (tie<M\otii-.G3ihs^A,1986), 173.
' Aphra Behn, Love-Letters Between a Noble-man And his Sister (forLdon, 1684); Love-Letters From a
Noble Man to his Sister: Mixt With the Histoiy of their Adventures. The Second Part ly the same Hand
(London, 1685); The Amours of Philander and Silvia: Being the Third and Last Part of the Love-Letters
Between a Noble-man and his Sister (London,1687); Rpt.in one vol. as Love-Letters between a Nobleman
and his Sister, ed. Janet Todd (London: Penguin, 1993). Further references to Love-Letters will be
dted from the modem edition parenthetically in the text.
' Behn, Oroonoko: or. The PjyalSlave. ATrue Histoiy (1688), Rpt. in Oroonoko and Other Writings, ed.
Paul Salzman (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998). Further references to Oroonoko will be
dted ftom the modem edition parenthetically in the text.
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Two prominent Behn scholars, Todd and Paula Backscheider,
have in separate contexts linked Monmouth to Oroonoko. Todd's
contention in Gender, Art and Death that Monmouth was in part the
inspiration for Oroonoko is based on comparisons between the selfdramatkations and achieved deaths of Cesario (the fictionalized version
of Monmouth depicted in Love-Letters) and Oroonoko. In Spectacular
Politics, Backscheider similarly claims a direct link between the two
literary characters, noting that both Cesario and Oroonoko become
besotted and weakened by love, lead a doomed rebellion, and suffer a
brutal execution. Behn's authorship of both Love-Letters and Oroonoko
was known, Backscheider argues, so readers would readily associate the
two fictional characters because they "would have probably come to
the second text prepared for a political allegory." Indeed,Backscheider
confidently asks: "Could any of Behn's readers not associate the two?"^
Admittedly, these readings of Oroonoko as a fictional reiteration
of Cesario and by extension, therefore, as an allegorical version of
Monmouth, could be questioned on several counts. For one thing,
although both Todd and Backscheider link Oroonoko's death to that
of Cesario, Love-Letters offers only the vaguest of gestures to the
brutality of Monmouth's execution in its brief description of Cesario's
end, reporting that he"died more pitied than lamented" (438), whereas
Oroonoko's execution is recounted in graphic detail. Even more to the
point, the historical Monmouth was in fact beheaded, yet Oroonoko is
killed by a gruesome process of dismembermentin which he lost nearly
everything but his head, an important difference to which I return later
in this essay. Secondly, Backscheider's insistence that Behn's contem
poraries readily linked Oroonoko to Cesario (and thus to Monmouth)
has yet to be confirmed, in that this claim is not supported by the
comments of late seventeenth-century readers. Thomas Southerne, for
example, accepted Behn's story as autobiographical and her account of
its hero as an authentic report.® Behn urges the veracity of her "True
Histoiy" in the text's dedication, and her first-person narrative attesta-

' Paula R. Backscheider, Sptctamlar'Politics: TheatricalTower andMass Culture in Early Modem England
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), 119-20.
' Thomas Southeme's remarks about Behn are quoted in Todd's "Textual Introduction" to Vol.
3 of Behn's Works,viiL Southerne was not, of course, a disinterested reader, and although he is
persuaded by Behn's claims of authenticity, his 1695 adaptation of Oroonoko (or the stage
nevertheless introduces several changes to her version of the story.
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tions of personal experience declare the work's historiographic rather
than allegorical nature. And indeed, most of Behn's biographers have
accepted her claim that she traveled to Surinam as a young woman.'
Finally, Backscheider's analysis must be questioned further because it
views Oroonoko through a decidedly negative critical lens in order to
assert his likeness to Cesario. But is Oroonoko portrayed in such a
consistently negative light? Backscheider's argument emphasizes the
unheroic characteristics that Oroonoko and Cesario share with the
historical figure of Monmouth, and for this reason,invites reconsidera
tion because the figure of Oroonoko has been seen generally in Behn
criticism as a sympathetic, even if not consistendy positive, portrayal of
a noble but unfortunate enslaved African prince.'®
Despite these reservations, however, I want to argue that an
allegorical reading of Oroonoko as a fictional revisiting of Monmouth's
legacy is worth pursuing at greater length and with more extensive
reference to the historical moment of its publication because it sheds
light on attitudes to rebellion at a particularly sensitive time in English
political history. Oroonoko was published immediately after the birth of
a Roman Catholic heir to James II on June 10, 1688, and three years
after the rebellion led by Monmouth, in which Protestant Whigs tried
unsuccessfully to oust the Catholic king from the throne. Because
Oroonoko situates the rebellion of a prince as its central dramatic event,
this text inevitably resonates with the political tensions current at this
particular historical moment. The specter of another Whig rebellion, or
worse, a civil war, was not a distant possibility in 1688. As Rachel J.
Weil demonstrates, the announcement in January 1688 that the queen
was pregnant "touched off a crisis that had been brewing for years
between James and his English Protestant subjects."" If Mary of

' Goreau reads Oroonoko as an autobiographical novel and Maureen Duffy as a "documentary
novel." See Goreau, 43; and Duffy, The Passionate Shepherdess: Aphra Behn 1640-1689 (London:
Jonathan Cape, 1977), 35. More recent biographical treatments of Oroonoko can be found in
Todd's The Secret Life of Aphra Behn (London: Andre Deutsch Limited, 1996);Jane Jones's "New
light on the background and early life of Aphra Behn," in Todd, ed., Aphra Behn Studies, 310-20;
and Joanna Upking, "Confusing matters: searching the backgrounds of Oroonokof in Todd, ed.,
Aphra Behn Studies, 259—81.
See Laura Brown, in Felicity Nussbaum and Laura Brown, eds.. The Nev Eighteenth Century:
Theory, Politics, English literature (New York and London: Routledge, 1991), 4—48, for discussion
of "sentimental identification" in Oroonoko.
"Rachel J. Weil, "The politics of legitimacy: women and the warming-pan scandal," in Lois G.
Schwoerer,ed., TArR<ra/»/M» ofl688-1689: ChangingPerspectms(<Ziiti>a6:ge\CtmSsnAge\ln\-vet%\tp
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Modena gave birth to a son—as she claimed she would—then England
would be provided with a Catholic heir to the throne. The warming pan
scandal was born at this moment, began to circulate prior to the actual
birth in rumors and lampoons, and was conveyed by politicians and by
Princess Anne to William and Mary, Prince and Princess of Orange.'^
Suspicions that the pregnancy was a fabrication helped to undermine
public confidence in the legitimacy of what would be a Catholic
succession should the child be male. It is likely that Behn wrote
Oroonoko during the time of the queen's pregnancy, and if this is the
case, its fictional interrogation of heroic rebellion can be assessed as a
critical intervention in the political tensions that were expanding in
tandem with the queen's belly." This paper argues that the account of
slave rebellion in Oroonoko provides a fictional medium through which
Behn was able to dramati2e the social and emotional costs of political
rebellion by emphasmng its devastating impact on a nation's once
favorite son.
Oroonoko lends itself to political allegorical interpretations not only
because of the timing of its publication, but also because its hero is
described as a royal slave who is renamed "Caesar" when he arrives in
Surinam. Stuart monarchs were sometimes addressed as "Caesar" in
panegyrics by Restoration authors, including Behn." Accordingly,
Press, 1992), 67.
" Weil, 67. In "A Congratulatory Poem to her most Sacred Majesty, on the Universal Hopes of
all Loyal Persons for a Prince of Wales," dated 1688, and written, as its tide indicates, prior to the
June 10th birth of James Il's son, Behn registers awareness of these tensions in her expressed
hope that a male child will "calm the Murmurs of all Humane Kind."See TAr Works ofAphra Behn,
ed. Todd, Vol. 1 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1992), Vol. 1, 294—96,1. 21.
"The publication date of the first issue of Oroonoko can be narrowed down to sometime between
mid June and July, 1688. We know that it could not have appeared before June 10,1688, because
it was advertised in "The Second Edition" of Behn's "Congratulatory Poenf' on the birth of the
Prince of Wales. The advertisement states that "On Wednesday next will be Published the Most
Ingenious and long Expected History of Oroonoko: or the Royal Slave." Published initially on
its own as a sin^e text, Oroonoko was subsequently republished in Three Histories togetherwith two
other prose narratives by Behn: The Fair jilt: Or, Tarquin and Miranda and Agnes de Castro: Or, The
Force of Generous Lave. Given that Three Histories is listed in The Term Catalcgues as a July 1688
publication, it can be assumed that the first, separate edition of Oroonoko probably appeared
sometime during or beforeJuly 1688, but no earlier than June 10th. See Todd's discussion of the
dating of Oroonoko in Works, 52;and Edward Arber, comp. The Term Cata&gues, 1668—1709A.D.,
Vol 2 (London: n.pub., 1905), 230.
" See, for example, Behn's allusion to Charles II as Caesar in "A Farevelto Celladon, On his Going
into Ireland," reprinted in Works, ed. Todd, Vol. 1,35-39, IL 7,57, and 128; her praise of James
as "Great Caesad' in her 1687 Pindaric to the Duke of Albemarle, reprinted in Works, 222—25, IL
36 and 110; and her reiteration of this praise in her acceptance of Mary of Orange's succession
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interpretations of the text's political significance have linked the
depiction of the royal slave to several members of the Stuart royal
family. In A Secret Ufe ofAphra Behn, Todd reads Oroomko "as a coded
warning to James II of what might happen if he were not on his
guard." Laura Brown, following a slightly different interpretative
thread, identifies the "political endpoint of Behn's narrative [as] the
reenactment of the most traumatic event of the revolution, the
execution of Charles I." Moira Ferguson, in a reading consistent with
Brown's, considers Oroonoko a literary act of revenge against the
"seventeenth-century revolutionaries" and "collaborator-traitors"
responsible for the mid-century regicide.'^ Yet the name Caesar, used
exclusively by the narrator for Oroonoko after his arrival in Surinam,
also links him to Cesario and therefore to Monmouth, as Backscheider
contends.*® Certainly, this text's multivalent allusiveness suggests a
measure of inevitability in its resonance with traumatic political events
in England's recent history.
In addition to this nominal similarity between Love-Letters and
Oroomko, the names Cesario and Caesar each resonate ironically with
their respective characters' fictionalized situations. The name
Cesario—used for Monmouth in Love-Letiers—echoes the Stuart royal
nickname used for his uncle and father, but the difference of its rolling
end-vowels registers a subtle mockery of his pretensions to kingship at
the same time as it rehearses his ultimate failure to realize his political
ambitions. Similarly, renaming Oroonoko, an African prince, as Caesar
at the moment of his enslavement registers ironically, if less playfully,
the radical difference between his former position as heir to the throne
and his present state of disempowerment. In both cases, the potential
commendation inherent in the assignment of Caesar's name to each
royal son is undercut by its signal inapplicability to his present situation.
Other points of comparison identified in Backscheider's analysis,
however, are open to question because she focuses on the character

to the throne as "Great Cesar's Off-springf in "A Congratulatory Poem to her Sacred Majesty
Queen Mary, upon her Arrival in England," published in 1689, and reprinted in Works, 304^7,
1.107.
" See Todd, Secret Life, 418; Moira Ferguson, Suifect to Others: British Women Writers and Colonial
Slavery, 1670—1834 (New York and London: Roudedge, 1992), 47; and Laura Brown, "The
Romance of Empire: Oroonoko and the Trade in Slaves," in Felicity Nussbaum and Laura Brown,
The New Eighteenth Century: Theory, 57.
" Backscheider, Spectacular ToUtics, 119.
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flaws and failures of both Cesario and Oroonoko, thereby placing
considerable emphasis on their unheroic traits. Her analysis applies
more readily to Cesario than to Oroonoko, in that the portrayal of
Monmouth in Lave-Lettersh largely satirical in its aim.The portrayal of
Oroonoko, on the other hand, is not as unremittingly negative as
Backscheider's summary of his "weakened" and "besotted" character
implies." More surprising, if Oroonoko is meant to be an allegorical
version of Monmouth, is Behn's reported attitude to her rebellious
hero. Behn's contemporaries thought Oroonoko was her "Favourite
Hero," for as Southerne argues, "[Behn] thought either that no Actor
coidd represent him; or she could not bear him represented: And I
believe the last, when I have heard from a Friend of hers. That she
always told his Story, more feelingly, than she writ."'® As Southerne
rightly observes, the narrator of
lauds her hero's "greatness of
soul," "refined notions of true honour," "absolute generosity," and a
"softness that was capable of the highest passions of love and gal
lantry" (11). Oroonoko exemplifies qualities of heroic masculinity that
Behn derives from her own English culture: "[I]he ,most illustrious
courts could not have produced a braver man, both for greatness of
courage and mind, a judgement more solid, a wit more quick, and a
conversation more sweet and diverting... .He had nothing of barbarity
in his nature, but in all points addressed himself as if his education had
been in some European court" (11). These heroic qualities have
encouraged a number of critics to trace Behn's indebtedness to heroic
romance and heroic drama, and to recognize Oroonoko as an aristo
cratic hero, despite, as Ferguson shows, the work's otherwise disparag
ing treatment of Africans, and its ultimate refusal to "sustain an
emancipationist reading."" Whatever flaws Oroonoko reveals in the
inadequacy of his response to his situation are not the sum total of his
character, and cannot in themselves form the basis of a comparison to
the less positive treatment of Cesario in Ijove-hetters.
Whereas Backscheider emphasizes Oroonoko's similarity to a
Cesario she terms "craven" and "besotted," David E. Hoegberg

" Backscheider, 119-20.
" Thomas Southeme's musings on Behn's choice of genre are quoted in Todd's "Textual
Introduction" to Vol. 3 of Behn's Works, viii.
" Ferguson, 32,35-36. See alsoBrown, 48;Catherine Gallagher,"Oroonoks^s blackness," in Todd,
ed., Aphra Behn Studies, 239; and Lipk^g, 261.
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documents multiple allusions to classical heroic figures in Oroonoko's
responses to the loss of Imoinda. Oroonoko's refusal to fight the king
of Coramantien's enemies when Imoinda's death is falsely reported
virtually reproduces Achilles' similar response in the Wad, Hoegberg
maintains; the allusion ennobles him and "increases our appreciation
of Oroonoko's military prowess, and at the same time condemns him
to live Achilles' painful life."^ This Achillean script is replayed in
Oroonoko's utter dejection at Imoinda's real death—this time by his
own hand—with the crucial difference that slavery has weakened
Oroonoko's ability to injure his enemies.^' Hoegberg shows that
Oroonoko's physical strength, courage, and situation link him both to
Plutarch's "Life of Julius Caesar" and to Hercules, and demonstrates
how these characteristics encode the narrative scripts upon which
Oroonoko's heroism is fashioned.^
Yet Oroonoko's immersion in heroic codes does not render him
entirely unlike his fictional predecessor, Cesario. It is worth recalling
that the portrayal of Cesario in hove-hetters is not entirely one dimen
sional, for Behn alludes not only to Monmouth's ignominious conduct,
but also, on occasion, to the reputation he earned as an aristocratic
hero in his youth. In an embedded narrative segment in Lave-Letters,
one of Cesario's associates offers this praise:
He is all the softer Sex can wish, and ours admire; he is
form'd for Love and War; and as he is the most amorous and
wanton in Courts, he is also the most fierce and brave in
Field: His Birth the most elevated, his Age arriv'd to full
blown Man, adorn'd with all the spreading Glories that
Charm the Fair, and ingage the World; and I have often
heard some of our Party say, his Person gain'd him more
numbers to his side, than his Cause or Quality. (397)
Admittedly, Behn places this explanation of Cesario's appeal in the
voice of a fellow rebel, but the view expressed here is consistent with
historical accounts of the young captain-general. His biographer, J. P.

^ David E. Hoeg^>efg, "Caesar's Toils: Allusion and Rebellion in Onomki' Eighleattb-Centu^
Fiction 7.3 (April 1995); 244.
" Hoegberg, 254.
" Hoegberg 245-52.
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Watson describes Monmouth's attributes: his aristocratic stature, selfconfidence, physical courage, tact, charm, fine horsemanship and
swordsmanship, his reputation for gallantry, and his "almost universal
capacity for exciting admiration and affection." Indeed, Watson insists
that Monmouth was "judged by all his associates (none of them blind
to his faults) as a 'greate generall.'"^ Behn's dedicatory remarks
prefacing part three oHjove-hetters oiiti a comparable description of an
"Illustrious Youth" that refers unmistakably to Monmouth. Here, she
offers backhanded praise that incorporates grudging acknowledgment
of his strengths presented in tandem with his failings, including his
great Courage without Conduct, Wit without Discretion, and
a Greatness of Mind without the steady Vertues of it; so that
from a Prince even ador'd by all, by an imprudence, that too
often attends the Great and Young, and from the most
exhalted Height of Glory, mis-led by false notions of Hon
our, and falser Friends, fell the most pityed Object, that ever
was abandoned by Fortune. (254)
This brief narrative of Cesario's defeat registers a qualified admission
that at one time, Monmouth had enjoyed a considerable heroic
reputation in the English imagination.
Oroonoko, courageous, intelligent, and inherently noble even in
his youth, displays a specific form of precocity that links him direcdy
to Monmouth. At age seventeen, Monmouth was given command of
his first troop of cavalry to fight with his uncle, James, Duke of York,
against the Dutch; his skill earned him an appointment as CaptainCommandant of the King's life Guards by the age of 21.^'' Such
military honors and responsibilities were not unusual for the son of a
monarch, but a certain precocity would nevertheless be essential for
Monmouth to conduct himself with sufficient ability to confirm the
reputation he successfully acquired as a military leader.^ Like the
historical Monmouth, Oroonoko "became, at the age of seventeen, one
of the most expert captains, and bravest soldiers, that ever saw the field
" J. N. P. Watson, Captain-General and Rebel Chief: The Life ofJames, Duke of Monmouth (London:
George Allen & Unwin, 1979), xii.
" Watson, Cesptain-General, 22,31—32.
^ Watson, Ceftmn-General, xi.
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of Mars: So that he was ador'd as the wonder of all that world, and the
darling of the soldiers" (10). That the mock heroic figure of Cesario
should share some of the typically aristocratic qualities represented in
the heroic romance narrative in Oroonoko might be coincidental, but the
less expected coincidences of age at which military command begins
and universal adoration—both of which are grounded in Monmouth's
biography—offer intriguingly suggestive links between the historical
captain-general, his fictional counterpart Cesario, and Oroonoko. These
links establish sufficient common ground between Monmouth's
historical reputation and the heroic background established for
Oroonoko to suggest that the young Protestant Duke served as a
model for the fictional character.
There is, however, the crucial difference of race. The dark-haired
Monmouth was the publicly acknowledged son of the king, despite his
illegitimacy. In what proves, on reflection, to be an ironic gesture to
Monmouth's physical appearance and ambiguous status, Oroonoko is
a black prince, noble by birth and by nature, educated, and accom
plished to a degree that sets him apart from other Africans.^ In
seventeenth-century English, the descriptor "black" could refer to
either Africans or Caucasians, depending on the context. Maurice
Ashley observes, for example, that Charles Stuart was commonly
known as "the Black Boy" during his years in exile.^^ Behn uses the
term repeatedly in Oroonoko to refer to Africans, including Oroonoko,
the "young black," in the Coramantien section of the narrative, and
indeed, emphasizes the deepness of his skin color as a distinctive
feature setting him apart from his fellow Coramantiens (11—12).
Nevertheless, until she begins to use his slave name, Caesar, she
describes him most frequently by his royal tide, as simply "the prince,"
therein echoing the term of address applied frequendy in Love-Letters to
Cesario, and alluding through this textual medium to King Charles's
son, Monmouth.

" Another parallel providing a more tenuous yet still intriguing link arises with respect to the
education of Oroonoko and Monmouth.Oroonoko acquires knowledge of European culture and
the French and English languages from his French tutor.Although all of Monmouth's mtors were
English, he was placed in the Oratorian College of Notre Dame des Verlus where his first tutor,
Dr. Stephen Goffe, was a priest, according to Allan Fea in KrVg Monmouth (London and New
York; John Lane, The Bodley Head, 1902), 27. See also Watson, Captain-General, 508.
" Maurice Ashley, Charles II: The Man and the Statesman (St. Albans, Herts: Panther Books, 1973),
12.
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More intriguing, however, is Behn's rewriting of the romance
narrative concerning Cesario and Hermione in Lave-ljetters as Oroonoko and Imoinda in Oroonoko. Part three of Love-Letters includes
amongst its satirical targets the scandal of Monmouth's love affair with
Lady Henrietta Wentworth, only daughter of Baron Wentworth, and
granddaughter and heir to the Baron's father, the Earl of Cleveland, a
Royalist regimental commander in the Civil War. Both the baron and
the earl were dead by the time Wentworth began her affair with
Monmouth, but they were still remembered by John Evelyn as two
"old and valiant soldiers" for their loyalty to the Stuart monarchy.^®
Love-Letters traces the progress of the affair, between Monmouth and
Wentworth, from their initial meeting at court in 1674, to their
subsequent attachment in 1680, and their eventual cohabitation from
the time of Monmouth's involvement in the Rye House Plot to his
death in 1685. By 1680, Wentworth was maid of honour to the
Duchess of York. A minor scandal erupted at court when the affair
with Monmouth became known to Wentworth's mother. Lady
Philadelphia Wentworth, who suddenly removed the young woman
from court and took her to the country. Fea explains that Lady
Philadelphia recognized the danger posed by Monmouth's attentions,
for a liaison with a married man would destroy Wentworth's reputation
and thereby jeopardize her eligibility for marriage. Yet when a warrant
was issued for Monmouth's arrest in July 1683 alleging his part in the
"Rye House" conspiracy to kill his uncle, the Duke of York, and his
father. King Charles, Monmouth took refuge at Toddington, the
Wentworth estate in Bedfordshire, with Lady Philadelphia's consent.
Biographers remain puzzled by Lady Philadelphia's apparent accep
tance of this liaison, for she eventually reconciled herself to the
situation, but insufficient biographical information is available to
determine whether purely personalor larger political concerns changed
her mind.^' After a series of negotiations for a pardon with the king's
intermediary. Lord Halifax, Monmouth withdrew his written apology
"John Evelyn, quoted in Allan Fea, The LoyalWentvorths (London;John Lane, The Bodley Head
Ltd., 1928), 6. Fea claims Charles II "owed more to these brave cavaliers, father and son, than
to the representatives of any other noble Royalist families." See Fea, L^al Wentmrths, 6-9; and
Watson, Captcan-General, 16^ As heir, Henrietta, hereinafter referred to as Wentworth, held the
tide Baroness Wentworth of Netdestead ftom the age of five in her own tight. See Fea, Loyal
Wentmorths, 87, and Watson, Captain-General, 162-63.
" See Fea, Ltyal Wentmorths, 74'and Watson, Certain-General, 162-63.
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and was banished from the court. Wentworth and her mother
accompanied Monmouth to the continent, and despite the family's
strong royalist ties, both mother and daughter pawned their jewels, Fea
reports, to provide financial assistance for the rebellion. At his death,
Monmouth publicly defended Wentworth against the scandal of their
involvement, declaring her to have been his wife before God, despite
his prior legal marriage to Anna Scott, Countess of Buccleuch.^"
Exceptionally harsh in her treatment of Wentworth in Love-LeUers,
Behn depicts her as Cesario's lover, Hermione, a calculating agent of
the rebellion in league with Fergusano.^^ Behn implies that Wentworth's support of the rebellion was motivated more by her own
ambition to be queen than by love for Monmouth: "[Hermione]
believed she had but one Game more to play to establish herself the
greatest and most happy Woman in the World" (323). Cesario,
consequently, emerges as a naive tool of Whig insurrectionists, easily
manipulated by the two co-conspirators, Fergusano and Hermione, into
assuming leadership of the rebel forces:
[S]o far is this glorious Hero bewitched with these Sorcerers,
that he puts his whole Trust in the[ir] Conjurations and
Charms; and so far they have imposed on him, that with an
inchanted Oyntment which they have prepared for him, he
shall be invulnerable, tho' he face the very Mouth of a
Cannon. (398)
The satiric import of this treatment of Wentworth issues from the
ironic disparity between her choice of lover and the centuries-long
tradition of Wentworth family loyalty to English monarchs. The
political agency attributed to Hermione is, perhaps, Behn's way of
punishing Wentworth for her disloyalty to James II, for Lope-Letfers
imagines a much greater political role for Cesario's lover than Went
worth actually exercised.

" Fea, L^a/ Wenttverths, 128; and Watson, Ctptain-General, 26CM)3.
" Todd identifies this figure as Robert Ferguson, secretary to Shaftesbury, and conspirator in the
Rye House Plot, whom Watson additionally describes as Monmouth's "political adviser, chief of
propaganda and chaplain to the army." See Todd, Laiie-Lelters, 398, n. (b); and Watson, Q^tmnGeaeml, 208.
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In Love-Letters, moreover, Behn intensifies her satiric offensive
against Wentworth by representing her relationship with Monmouth in
mock romance terms. For example, the period between their first
meeting (in 1674) and their subsequent love affair (which began in
1680) is expanded in Love-Letters to a span of "almost fifteen Years," so
that Hermione emerges here as an "old Mistress" in both senses of the
term (327). Cesario's uxoriousness of Hermione, his newly claimed
"Wife," is mocked as a return to "his first state of Innocence" (324),
and in more extreme terms, as his subjection "to a great degree of
Slavery" (325). Indeed, Cesario declares that "he could be content to
live and die in the Glory of being hers alone, without wishing for
Liberty or Empire" (324). Although Cesario's rhetorical extravagance
lends itself readily to ridicule of Monmouth's attachment to his
mistress, it also encodes a satiric comment on his politics, for he may
have claimed liberty as his motivation, but he nevertheless sought the
crown as his ultimate aspiration.
In Oroonoko, on the other hand, Behn rewrites Monmouth's
relationship with Wentworth in more straightforwardly romantic terms.
Here, the young Oroonoko falls in love with Imoinda, whose situation
obliquely mirrors that of Wentworth. Imoinda is the orphaned
daughter of a military commander who died fighting for the king of
Coramantien, Oroonoko's grandfather. In Oroonoko, the interval
between first acquaintance and subsequent love affair of Wentworth
and Monmouth (or Hermione and Cesario) becomes the framework
upon which Behn transforms the relationship into more conventional
romance form:Oroonoko and Imoinda fall in love in Coramantien, but
when the king secretly sells her into slavery, the lovers endure a lengthy
separation until, by the kind of coincidence typical of romance
narratives, Oroonoko is captured, enslaved, and transported to the
same place and sold to the same master as Imoinda. Oroonoko is
depicted in a state of innocence, but unlike his fictional predecessor, his
moral nature derives not from subjection to a lover, but from lack of
knowledge of basic evils—notably the duplicity and hypocrisy of
European Christians—leaving him vulnerable to enslavement of a
different sort than Cesario. Yet echoes of the earlier allegorical
treatment of Monmouth persist in Oroonoko, for like Cesario, "Caesar
swore he disdained the empire of the world, while he could behold his
Imoinda" (43). Neither of these heroes, however, remains content in
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the arms of his love, for Cesario and Oroonoko both subsequendy lead
a failed rebellion while attempting to acquire the power they deny
having desired. In this respect, therefore, Behn's satiric thrust at
Monmouth—so precisely aimed in hove-Letters—survives to some
extent within its new narrative framework.
In places, of course, the similarity between the two romance
narratives breaks down and their historical reference points become
less recognizable. Except for the obvious parallel between Charles II's
legendary promiscuity and the fictional Coramantien king's libidinous
desires, no other clear historical referent exists for the initial situation
in Oroonoko which shapes the destiny of the two lovers, Oroonoko and
Imoinda. Here, the elderly king's wistful coveting of his grandson's
lover, Imoinda, creates a struggle between Oroonoko and his grandfa
ther for sexual possession of the woman each claims to love. Although
incest remains a problem only in theory because of the aging king's
inability to consummate his relationship with Imoinda, political anxiety
is potentially heightened by this development because any interference
by Oroonoko would constitute an act of rebellion. Oroonoko eventu
ally succeeds in taking sexual possession of Imoinda, but fails to
remove her from the court. The resulting threat to political stability is
averted with improbable facility by the king's deceitful solution, for he
sells Imoinda into slavery, tells Oroonoko she is dead, and the prince
eventually reconciles himself to his grandfather and to his loss.
Although the conflict over Imoinda is a key development in the
plot of Oroonoko, this part of the story does not seem, at first glance, to
advance its allegorical articulation of recent history. Fea candidly
acknowledges Wentworth's extramarital relations with Monmouth, but
offers no indication of any other sexual involvements on her part, and
certainly makes no mention of Charles II as her lover.^ A link exists,
nevertheless, between Oroonoko and its predecessor text, Love-hetters,
which forges, through its representation of Hermione, a textually
mediated connection between Wentworth's and Imoinda's sexual

" Fea makes _no mention of this possibility in either JQng Monmouth or Loyal Wentworths. In
addition, a comprehensive survey of Charles II's numerous mistresses by Arthur Irwin Dasent
entided TAf Vrivate L^t ofCharles the Second(London: Cassel & Company, 1927) similarly makes no
mention of Wentworth, nor does Tony Palmer's more recent study, Charles 11: Portrait of an A^e
(London: Cassell, 1979), although Palmer provides background on a number of the king's affairs
with an estimated 39 women. See Palmer, Charles II, 284.
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histories. Here again, Behn plays fast and loose with the historical
record and with Wentworth's reputation. hove-Letters reports the belief
of Cesario's friend, Philander, that "the King [and] several after him at
Court, had made a Gallantry" with Hermione (328). Despite the
obvious differences between the depictions of Hermione and Imoinda,
therefore, the parallel situation of a royal love triangle involving a king
and a (granc^son indicates another, albeit less obvious link between
history, historiographical intertext, and fiction. Even if the allegory in
part three of Ijove-Ljetters is wide of the mark in disparaging Went
worth's then posthumous reputation, Behn nevertheless invokes
common knowledge of Charles IPs promiscuous habits in shaping her
historiographical fabrications.
Historiography crosses the generic border into fiction in more
concrete fashion in Love-Letterfs and Oroonoko's representations of
rebellion. Both fictional heroes, Cesario and Caesar, are shown in the
midst of rebellion to have employed a republican rhetoric of liberty and
freedom in the service of personal gain. Lope-LeUers summarizes
Cesario's assertion,
[t]hat his design was Liberty only, and that his end was the
publick good, so infinitely above his own private interest, that
he desired only the Honour of being the Champion for the
opprest Parisians and People of France; that if they would
allow him to lead their Armies, to fight and spend his dearest
Blood for them, 'twas all the Glory he aim'd at: Twas this
pretended Humility in a person of his high rank that first
cajol'd the Mobile, who look on him as their God, their
Deliverer. (427)
Cesario wants to be king, but stoops to hypocrisy in his use of
republican rhetoric to sway popular opinion. His ambition, however,
is not to overthrow the system of monarchy, but to gain the crown
himself, which is, of course, the satiric point Behn brings home by
alluding to the reach of Monmouth's political ambitions and his use of
republican factions to serve his owninterest.^^ Like Cesario, Oroonoko
" The poKtical analysis offered here is consistent with—and probably shaped by—^Dryden's
famous treatment of Monmouth's appetite for power in the satirical allegory Absalom and
AchitophtkA Poem (London; j[acob] T[onson], 1681). See especially 11. 698-722.
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adopts republican rhetoric in the service of his personal aspirations,
promising to lead the slaves "to freedom and glorious liberty" (59). Yet
it is not the institution of slavery that he opposes so much as the
limitations it places on his personal freedom and that of his wife and
child. He is Oroonoko—an identity he asserts when he finally rejects
his slave name, Caesar. He does not identify with the slaves, for he has
neither worked beside them nor lived amongst them in slavery, and he,
along with everyone else, considers himself their superior in rank.
Ferguson demonstrates theinherent irony in Oroonoko's denunciation
of slavery to people for whose enslavement he bears responsibility:
"After all, he profited from and perpetuated slavery in his own country,
and has just tried to bribe overseer Trefry Svith gold or a vast quantity
of slaves' into freeing himself and Imoinda."^'' Ferguson persuasively
unpacks the inherent h3q)ocrisy in Oroonoko's rhetoric, and shows
how his call for rebellion to assert individual liberty for a coUective
African identity rings hollow, and is for this reason ineffective. As
Oroonoko, he is an African prince, and this is the identity he seeks to
reclaim; he promises freedom should they return to his kingdom, and
esteem for their bravery, whether or not they died in the attempt, but
he never loses sight of his superior rank, nor does he see himself as
anything less than their king (59).
Yet this lack of common cause with the other slaves proves his
undoing, for the African men abandon Oroonoko at the insistence of
their wives, who urge their husbands to '"Yield, yield, and leave Caesar
to their revenge" (61). The manner in which this slave rebellion
disintegrates in Oroonoko echoes the fictional account of political
rebellion in Love-ljettersand recalls the actual unfoldingof events during
the Monmouth rebellion. In Love-Letters Cesario is "abandoned on all
sides" (432), a rendering of historical events that alludes to the
cowardice of Lord Grey, who was in charge of the rebels' cavalry, yet

^ Ferguson, 31. By distinguishingbetween the emancipationist sentiment that emanates from the
emotional impact of Oroonoko's speech and the pro-slavery arguments expressed throughout the
text, especially in its representations of other enslaved Africans as deserving of their condition,
Ferguson clarifies the difference between a sympathetic account of an enslaved individual and a
critique of the system of slavery. Until recently, Oroonoko was coimted among the first anti-slavery
narratives, but as Ferguson shows, it does not support an anti-slavery reading.See Suijict to Othin,
28-38.
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twice turned away and abandoned the infantry to royalist forces.^' The
historical record is mirrored in Behn's fictional revisionings of the
event, for in both Love-Letters and Oroonoko, the failure of the rebellion
is not due to its leader's lack of courage, but rather to his disingenuous
use of a republican rhetoric which, by its inherent hypocrisy, proves an
insufficient motivation for supporters predisposed to act in their own
interests rather than on solid political principles.
The parallels noted above between the respective depictions of
heroic rebellion in these two works of fiction underscore the extent to
which Oroonoko reinscribes Monmouth's career as a Whig radical. LoveLetters closes with the death of its rebel leader, Cesario, but the text
alludes only vaguely to his infamously botched execution.'^ He dies, we
are told, "more pitied than lamented" (438). Generous in her relation
of detail throughout Love-Letters,Behn shows uncharacteristic restraint
in withholding the gruesome specifics at this point in the narrative. In
order to determine why Behn would recommend pity for a man she so
thoroughly satirizes in the preceding pages of the text, it is necessary to
turn to historical accounts of Monmouth's death.
Historians report that the executioner. Jack Ketch, infamously
bungled two executions during the 1680s. The first was that of Lord
Russell in 1683; Monmouth went to his own execution with that in
mind. Watson dramatizes Monmouth's1685 execution in his biograph
ical account, drawing on eyewitness reports and historical accounts to
recreate the scene in all its gory detail. Yet this historical representation
parallels in a number of interesting ways the similarly gory execution
depicted in the final scene of Oroonoko. According to Watson, Mon
mouth gave six guineas to Ketch and said:
Pray do your business well. Do not serve me as you did my
Lord Russell. I have heard you struck him three or four

"Price notes that after Grey's cavalrydeserted the foot soldiersat Bridgport,he would afterwards
"always [be] looked upon as a coward." Although Price offers mitigating arguments justifying
Grey's retreat in this instance and his subsequent retreat with the cavalry at Sedgemoor, the
biographer nevertheless recognizes that history blames Grey for Monmouth's final defeat at
Sedgemoor. SeeJohn Layton Price, CoU Caleb: TbeScandalous Life of FordGry, First EarlofTanertdlle
165S-1701 (London: Melrose, 1956), 175,190.
" Backscheider points out that another of Behn's short stories, Tbe Fair Jilt, also alludes to
Motimouth in a btmgjed execution scene, althou^ in this case, the crowd's indignation results
in the release and eventual recovery of the condemned. See Spectacular Politics, 119.
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times. If you give me two strokes I will not promise you not
to stir." He turned again to Marshall [his servant]:"Here, take
these remaining guineas, and give them to him if he does his
work well.

Witnesses report that Monmouth delivered these instructions '"with as
much indifference and unconcernedness as if he were giving orders for
a new suit of clothes.'"^' The report continues:
[Hjolding up a hand of refusal when offered a blindfold, he
prayed for a minute more, then "with great composure" knelt
and fitted his neck and chin into the recesses of the block
[He then] raised himself on one elbow and looked at Ketch:
"Prithee, let me feel the axe," he said, drawing his thumb
down the blade; "I fear it is not sharp enough."
Monmouth's fears, unfortunately, were well-founded, although Watson
suggests that what transpired next may have been in part a consequence
of Ketch's reluctance to execute the popular son of the former king.
Watson's account indicates that when the executioner approached the
block, he was shaking:
The first stroke only caught the side of Monmouth's neck
and "he heaved up and his head turned about." The second
made a slightly deeper gash, and he heaved again. The third
missed altogether, at which Ketch lost control and threw
down the axe, saying, "God damn me, I can do no more. My
heart fails me, I cannot do it!"
When commanded to "finish the business," Ketch "took three more
bad blows, finally resorting to a knife."'® It was a grisly business indeed,
and the crowd's horrified response to Monmouth's suffering is
captured in an alarming illustration [see Fig[ute 2 in Regina Janes's
essay for this special feature].

" Watson, Captmn-General, 264.
" Watson, Captain-General, 265.
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The barbarity of this execution resonates in its grotesque excess
with the similarly barbarous depiction of the execution of Oroonoko,
for indeed, the parallels noted above between the treatments of heroic
rebellion in Behris two narratives support a reading of the final, grisly
scene in Oroonoko as a commentary on Monmouth's manner of death.
Whereas in Love-Letters,Behn deliberately evades the potential for satire
presented by Ketch's mishandling of the axe, she exploits that potential
with emphatic lucidity when she returns to that theme in her depiction
of Oroonoko's execution by dismemberment;
He had learnt to take tobacco; and when he was assiared he
should die, he desired they would give him a pipe in his
mouth ready lighted, which they did, and the executioner
came, and first cut off his members, and threw them into the
fire; after that, with an iU-favoured knife, they cut his ears,
and his nose, and burned them. He still smoked on, as if
nothing had touched him. Then they hacked off one of his
arms, and still he bore up, and held his pipe; but at the
cutting off the other arm, his head sunk and his pipe
dropped, and he gave up the ghost without a groan, or a
reproach. (72)
Critics have remarked on the excessive violence of this execution
scene,'® but as a literary rendering of one of recent history's more
gruesome moments, its gory excess successfully recaptures through the
use of evocative detail the horrors associated with Monmouth's
unfortunate death. The "ill-favoured knife" used on Oroonoko alludes
compellingly to the knife Ketch used in the grisly completion of his
task. Although Oroonoko was not, like Monmouth, beheaded, his
equivalent "members" are first cut off. Moreover, the injuries Oroono
ko suffers to his nose and ears dramatically mock the poor aim of
Ketch as he repeatedly disfigured Monmouth's neck and head. The
botched execution of the would-be king, Monmouth, operates as more
than a historical point of reference for the dismemberment of Oroo-

" R. Britnley Johnson, for example, questions the function of the excessive violence in this
passage in his study. The Women Novelists (London: W. Collins Sons and Co. Ltd., 1918), 4.
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noko, however. It is the target of a precisely encoded satiric rewriting
of the horrific scene as vindictive torture rather than just punishment.
What shifts this depiction from the merely gory to the grotesque,
however, is not just the horrific spectacle of ritual dismemberment, but
the contrast between this torturous procedure and Oroonoko's
seeming detachment from the experience of pain associated with the
loss of his body parts as he stands castrated, calmly smoking his pipe.
His composure outlandishly echoes witness reports of Monmouth's
calm preparations and, even more grotesquely, the Duke's apparent
patience with his executioner's curious ineptitude. In the same way,
Oroonoko's utter disregard for the literal fragmentation of his body
creates a "Monty Pythonesque" atmosphere of incongruity that, as R.
Brimley Johnson suggests, borders on the ludicrous.''*'These accounts
of execution—one historical and the other fictional—^are linked,
therefore, by this additional point of reference, for the "great compo
sure" reported by witnesses to Monmouth's execution is reinscribed in
Oroonoko with suggestive irony through the image of a smoking pipe.
Oroonoko's passivity exacerbates the reader's sense of the monstrosity
enacted on a human body. At this moment, as his body undergoes a
ritualized process of mutilation that chillingly parodies the disarming of
the hero in classical heroic literature, Oroonoko ironically incarnates
the idea of civility, of grace under extreme pressure. The emotive force
of the grotesque emanates from the utter contrast between Oroonoko's
decidedly heroicstoicism and the barbarity of his executioner. Banister,
the "wild Irishman" who carries out the instructions of the colonial
authority with gruesome energy (72).
According to Kim Robertson Alton, the grotesque functions as a
mediating principle in the confrontation between order and disorder.^'
Behn's revisioning of Monmouth's horrific execution in Oroonoko
enacts this confrontation in a scripted alignment of victim with order,
and authority with disorder. The consequent invocation of the
grotesque—^in which fear every moment paradoxically threatens to
provoke laughter—conjures up the phantom of irrationality as the
foundation of state-authorized violence. The infliction of violence on
the human body is a recurring theme in Oroonoko, and the vehicle
*Johnson, Woma NoveSsls, 4.
Kim Robertson Alton, The Grotesque Interface: Dforrttity, Debasement, Dissolution (Frankfurt:
Vervuert, 1996), 1.
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through which much of its satiric political vision is articulated.The selfmutilation of Surinam's indigenous warriors during competition for
military leadership encodes a satiric commentary on war as an loltimately self-destructive activity (55-56). Oroonoko's re-staging of this
form of self-imposed violence as he defiantly "cut a piece of flesh from
his own throat and threw it" at the English search party can be seen,
similarly, to comment suggestively on the inherent self-destructiveness
of Monmouth's insurrection (70). When Oroonoko kills Imoinda, he
neglects to bury her, and the stinking corpse that remains embodies a
grotesque subversion of the romantically tragic conclusion promised in
the suicide pact Oroonoko ultimately fails to complete (70). Finally, the
"earthy smell" emanating from Oroonoko's injured body after his
recapture—a smell so strong that the narrator "was persuaded to leave
the place" and take "a three days' journey down the river" to another
plantation—anticipates the grotesque excess of the violence imposed
by the cruel, ritualized execution of the already dying hero (71-72).
The pervasiveness of self-mutilation and bodily decay in Oroonoko
points to another dimension of its satiric vision elaborated through the
allegorical narrative framed around the career of Monmouth, for by the
time Behn came to write this narrative, bodily mutilation and dismem
berment had become a gruesome part of the English landscape.
Monmouth's execution occurred at the beginning of a long, bloody
campaign of violence authorized by James II and carried out under the
auspices of Chief Justice George Jeffreys. In Ying Monmouth, Pea
summarizes the wholesale slaughter inflicted throughout the Bloody
Assizes, during which "[hjeads and quarters 'boyled and tarred' were
sent to the respective mayors [of the affected towns] to be set up as a
warning against rebellion.'"*^ Melinda Zook's study of the aftermath of
the rebellion demonstrates its intensity; as Zook reports, two hundred
executions took place in six towns in the west of England within the
space of a month, andJ. R. Jones estimates the total executions during
Jeffreys's campaign in the west of England at nearly one thousand.^'
Because the crime was high treason, Zook explains, the punishments
were severe: "Rebels were hanged until unconscious, disemboweled.
" Fea, King Monmouth, 390.
Melinda Zook, "Violence, Martyrdom, and Radical Politics: Rethinking the Glorious
Revolution," in Howard Nenner, ed.. Politics and the PoMeal Imagnation in Later Stuart Britain
(Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 1957) 87;J. R. Jones, 2.
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beheaded, and quartered. Their remains were then boiled in brine,
covered in black tar, and set up on poles and trees and lampposts."^
Body parts remained on display in some cases until 1687, for it was
illegal to remove them."*^ Although most of the executions took place
during the fall of 1685, Zook reports that the "brutality and oppres
sion" of James II's "reign of terror" continued until 1687 when he
changed his policies in an attempt to placate his political enemies.''^
Therefore, although modern readers find the depiction of Oroonoko's
execution bizarre in its emphasis on bodily mutilation, it would seem
that when she sat down to write Oroonoko's story, Behn did not have
to look far for real-life models of barbarous, state-authorized violence
against the human body. Ferguson assumes incorrectly that the vicious
barbarity depicted in Oroonoko was not typical of English royalists, but
rather a manifestation of behaviors associated with Newgate felons
who had gone to the colonies.''^ But the executions carried out at the
bidding of England's monarch and under the authority of his chief
justice imposed remarkably cruel punishments on those convicted of
treason. Of course, it could be said that executions are inherently
barbarous, and during the violent aftermath following the 1685
rebellion, that was the point—state-authorized violence was legitimated
by its investment in setting monitory examples through ritual punish
ment of the human body.
Love-Letters mediates retrospectively as an allegorical window
through which the historical fact of rebelKon can be shown to connect
to its fictional revisioning in Oroonoko. This triangular connection
between history, allegory, and fiction points to a set of analogous
points of reference linking the rebel Monmouth to the fictional
character Oroonoko. Certainly, the figure of Caesar proves a malleable
tool at the hands of Behn, and it is not my intent to deny the range of
possible allusions to English monarchs, both alive and dead, in
Oroonoko. Yet, of all the figures Oroonoko has been seen to commemo
rate through the medium of political allegory, only two, those of
Charles I and Monmouth, met the same fate as the fictional prince.
Neither the fictional Oroonoko nor the real-life Monmouth ever
Zook, "Violence," 88.
Fea, KingMonmouth, 391; Zook, "Violence," 88.
« Zook, "Violence," 88-89.
Ferguson, Sufyect to Others, 46.
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became king, yet that failure, which itself links them, is signaled with
ironic pathos in the narrator's closing lament for the "frightful
spectacles of a mangled king" (73), for indeed, it is Monmouth rather
than Charles I who was literally "mangled" by the infamous incompe
tence of his executioner.
The extent of the narrator's emotional identification with her
protagonist in Oroomka indicates a significant change in the presenta
tion of heroic rebellion between this text and its predecessor. Little
sympathy is accorded the character of Cesario in Love-Letters, whereas
the narrator in Oroonoko aligns herself openly with its rebellious hero,
notwithstanding the text's ultimate refusal to oppose the system of
slavery that entraps and ultimately kills Oroonoko. Granted, the
narrator's implication in the system of colonial oppression defines her
relationship to Oroonoko as politically conflicted; she serves Surinam's
tyrannical administrators, as Ferguson shows, by keeping Oroonoko
occupied to divert him from the idea of rebellion.'*® Yet as Brown
argues, even if Behn proves an ambivalent emancipationist, the
depiction of Oroonoko's stoicism during his torturous death offers a
"sympathetic memorialization of those human beings whose sufferings
those words recall.'"*' Granted, too, that Oroonoko's rebellion proves
the occasion for the deterioration of the text's portrayal of his natural
nobility. Yet the narrator's admiration for "this great man; [who is]
worthy of a better fate, and a more sublime wit than mine to write his
praise," remains constant throughout the narrative, and consequently
invites the reader's sympathy for Oroonoko's misfortunes (73).
Whatever diminishment occurs in the reader's opinion of
Oroonoko after he sacrifices his wife to a revenge he proves unable to
exact, the courage with which he faces and experiences his own
execution redeems him as a heroic figure. Cesario, by contrast,loses his
nerve when he is caught, and begs the king for forgiveness, a sign of
cowardice which the narrator deplores: "[I]f he had but one grain of
that Bravery left him.. .he could not have expected; nor have had the
confidence to have implor'd" (437). There is as much bathos as pathos
in Behn's depiction of Cesario's final moments, and if any sympathy at
•" Ferguson, 38. I disagree, however, with Ferguson's insistence that the narrator deliberately
abandons Oroonokobecause of his rebellion.This argumentassumes a levelof complicity by the
narrator about which the text remains intriguin^y but unmistakably evasive.
Brown, 60-61.
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all is engendered in the reader, Cesario never amounts to much more
than a decidedly pathetic figure, a "poor Spectacle of pity to all that
once adored him" (437). Oroonoko's stoicism, on the other hand,
restores his status as a heroic figure, and as a result, accords his death
the emotional impact of tragedy. Given that Behn is, as I would argue,
rethinking her relationship to the legacy of Monmouth through this
depiction of Oroonoko, we can see as part of this revisioning a shift in
conceptions of Monmouth from the pathetic to the tragic.
The complex texturing of common threads woven through the
respective rewritings of heroic rebellion in Oroonoko and its predecessor
text, Love-Letters, invites a reconsideration of the shades of political
ideology underwriting these twoworks. Although Behn's contemporar
ies may not have pursued as precise an allegorical reading of Oroonoko
as I offer in this discussion, this does not prevent modern readers from
pulling back the layers of allegorical meaning to investigate the political
ideology encoded within Oroonoko. As Behn negotiates a generic shift
in her fictional representations from the frequendy mock heroic
account of Cesario in Love-Letters to the more tragic, and accordingly
more sympathetic, depiction of Caesar in Oroonoko, she encodes a
corresponding shift in awareness of the political significance of the
Monmouth rebellion, its aftermath of violent repercussions, and the
brutality with which insecure power secures itself. The violence of the
final image of the dismembered Oroonoko registers a concern that
excessive state-perpetrated violence threatens to bring about the
disorder it is attempting to suppress.
That the possibility of another violent political upheaval seemed
to threaten England while Behn was writing Oroonoko's story may
explain why such concerns make their way into this work Ferguson
reads Oroonoko as "a multilayered semi-autobiographical tale [that]
affirms Behn's consistent royalist politics."^ Other critics, however,
argue that her politics are, in fact, undergoing an ideological shift in the
late 1680s. Jerry Beasley, for example, speculates that despite Behn's
loyalty to the Stuart monarchy, Oroonoko produces a "powerful
subversive commentary" on the recent "maladministration of king and
government leaders"; Todd entertains the possibility that Behn was "as
politically two-faced and cautious as a good many others;" and

" Ferguson, Suited to Othm, 28.
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Backscheider traces in Behn's last writings, including Oroonoko, her
attempt to grapple with a "new world order."^' But although revolution
may have been a vague threat in late June of 1688, it had not yet
occurred, nor could Behn have foreseen the events that would
transform the monarchy of England during the nine months foEowing
the pubhcation of Oroonoko in the summer of 1688.
Attempts to refashion a more fomrard-looking version of Behn's
poEtical aUegiances just prior to the revolution are complicated by her
praise of Jeffreys in the dedication of her translation. The Histoty of
Oracles, and the Cheats of the Pagan Priests, also published in 1688; by the
choice of Lord Maitland, a Roman Catholic and loyal supporter of
James, as dedicatee of Oroonoko; and by her praise of Maidand in this
dedication as a "Champion for the CathoHck Church," a phrase now
preserved as a stop-press variant only in the Bodleian Library copy of
Oroonoko.^^ Even the choice of Maitland as dedicatee, however, is less
straightforwardly a sign of loyaEst aUegiance than it seems, for Maitland
was also son-in-law of the Earl of ArgyU, a rebel leader who supported
Monmouth in the 1685 rebeUion.^^ Moreover, Behn found it possible
within the space of nine months to aUude with measured ambiguity to
Burnet's role as architect of the 1688-89 Revolution—the "Strange
effect of [his] Seraphick QuiU"— and to WiEiam III as "great NAS
SAU" in her 1689 Pindaric to Burnet. Even more remarkable is Behn's
abiEty to juggle both poEtical baEs simultaneously in the 1689
"Congratulatory Poem to her Sacred Majesty Queen Mary," which
celebrates the "Just CompEance" of the "wEde Nations" to this new
monarch, yet praises Mary as "Great Caesar's Off-spring."^'^ If the
events of 1688-89 had been as turbulent as the mid-century violence

" Jerry C. Beasley, 'Tolitics and Moral Idealism; The Achievement of Some Early Women
Novelists," in Mary Anne Schofield and Cecelia Macheski, eds., Fetter'd or Free?: British Women
Nooehsts, 1670—1SIS (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1986), 222;'Vod<i,Secret Life, 355; and
Backscheider, 119.
See Todd, ed.. Works, Vol 3, n. 2,445.
" Another aspect of Maitland's background that complicated his support of James was the
Protestantism ofhis wife, whose staunch belief caused him to be excluded from James IPs court
in exile.
" See "A Pindaric Poem to the Reverend Doctor Burnet on the Honour he did me of Enquiring
after me and my Muse," in Todd, ed.. Works, Vol. 1, 307-10, IL 100 and 70; and "A
Congratulatory Poem to her Sacred Majesty Queen Mary," 304-07,11.114 and 107. Todd dates
the publication of the latter poem inlate February 1688/9, shordy after Mary's arrival in London,
and the former sometime between February 12th and the end of March, 1688/9.
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and strife leading up to the regicide of 1649, we noight conclude more
readily that Oroonoko's preoccupation with violence anticipates the
events yet to unfold. But these events, with some notable exceptions,
did not, in fact, occur, and instead James's departure created the
oppormnity for the installation of a new, Protestant monarchy with
comparatively little violence.
It is more profitable, therefore, to read Oroonoko for its resonation
with past events, as an evocation of horror and sadness at the cumula
tive losses incurred in the 1685 rebellion and its aftermath as well as in
the longer history of civil and political turmoil in England that
preceded the final revolution of the century. In this regard, it is
worthwhile to register the political implications of Behn's use of the
grotesque—a literary device of dissolution—at such a time, because in
its allusions to Monmouth's bloody execution, Oroonoko encodes a
general, albeit unfocussed, warning of the threat to peace and to the
health of its noble sons as political tensions in England rise. The
unsteady ideological positioning of Oroonoko illustrates the precariousness of the political situation sensed by even the most loyal of James's
subjects. Behn's blurringof the boundaries between historical memory
and fictive imagination enables her to interrogate—^with little political
risk to herself—^her own relationship to the legacy left by Monmouth,
and to recall his tragic death as a sad reminder that many more of the
nation's sons stand to meet a similar fate. Behn's insistence on the truth
status of Oroonoko operates as a diversionary strategy, shifting the
reader's attention away from recent political events that nevertheless
intrude pervasively, if subtly, as an ad^tional context of interpretation.
Behn maneuvers deftly between fiction and historiography in Oroonoko,
interrogating the costs of heroic rebellion with a level of ideological
ambiguity that is itself a mirror for the political uncertainties faced by
the English during the year 1688.

